ABSTRACT. Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G. If fSG, then the set Eg = {hgh~ \h e H] is the subclass of G containing g and £xe£. x is the subclass sum containing g. The algebra over the field of complex numbers generated by these subclass sums is called the subclass algebra (denoted by S) associated with G and H. The irreducible modules of S are demonstrated, and results about Schur algebras are used to develop formulas relating the irreducible characters of S to the irreducible characters of G and H.
Introduction. Throughout this article G will denote an arbitrary finite group and H a subgroup of G. We shall call two elements, g and g of G, //-equivalent if there exists an element h EH such that g = hgh~x. Being //-equivalent is an equivalence relation on G and the equivalence classes under this relation are called subclasses of G. We shall denote the subclass containing the element g EG by Eg, and the subclass sum containing g is Bg = ZxeE x. The algebra over the complex numbers K generated by these subclass sums is called the subclass algebra, denoted by 5, associated with G and H. S is a subalgebra of the group algebra KG.
Subclasses were first studied by E. P. Wigner who developed formulas relating the restriction to H of the irreducible characters of G to the number of subclasses. The work done here was started in order to provide a more algebraic proof to Wigner's results. A paper by F. Roesler about Schur algebras provides an algebraic framework for working with the subclass algebra and proving Wigner's theorems. Roesler's results which are used in this paper are provided for the reader in § 1.
Let {Mx . . . Ms} be the irreducible Ä"G-modules with M¡ affording the irreducible character x¡ of G and let {Nx . . . Nt} he the irreducible ^//-modules with N¡ affording the irreducible character d>f of H. Suppose {e,-};=i is a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of KH such that Nt -KHe¡. Define the nonnegative integers {ci;} by x,l# = S|_1C«$/. Then in §2 we prove:
Theorem (Wigner) . 2¡,(ch) = the number of subclasses.
Theorem. The irreducible S-modules are {e¡Mj}. The dimension of e¡M, is cir Let tyy he the irreducible character of S afforded by e¡Mj. In §3, we develop formulas relating the irreducible characters of S to the irreducible characters of G and H and give the relationship between the subclass algebra and the double coset algebra. The following theorem, proved in §3, may be considered a generalization of a well-known theorem of Clifford:
Theorem. For c¡¡ =£ 0, des y* where Í$¡(x) ifx E H, degi».
c¡¡\r,x\
In his paper, Wigner observed a number of rather simple but useful properties of subclasses:
(1) Each conjugacy class of G is a union of subclasses.
(2) If a subclass contains an element of H, then the subclass is a conjugacy class of H.
(3) Each subclass, as a set, commutes with every element of H. (4) For any subclass E , the number of elements in Eg, denoted IP^I, equals 1/71/ \CH(g)\, where CH(g) is the subgroup of H consisting of all the elements of H which commute with g.
(5) The inverses of the elements of a subclass form a subclass.
(6) The product of two subclass sums is a sum of subclass sums (i.e. g\Ps-i ~ ^geGngBg wnere trie ng are nonnegative integers).
1. Schur algebras. Definition 1.1. Let A he a subalgebra of KG. We shall call A a Schur algebra if there exists a partition, X, of G such that (1) The elements 2iSy£ (Y E X) form a basis for A over K.
(2) If Y E X, then Y* = (g~l \g E Y} is also in X.
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The element of X containing the element g EG will be denoted Y". We shall also use {Yg} (or just {Y}) to denote the basis elements of A. Evidently the subclass algebra is a Schur algebra. In this section A will always be an arbitrary Schur algebra.
A is semisimple [ Proof, (a) M is a A'G-module so M is also an S-module. Let x E S and m EM, then since every element of S commutes with every element of KH, we have x(ym) = y(xm) E yM and so yM is an S-module.
(b) Consider P = HomK H(KHe, M¡). P can be made into an S-module by defining for a G KHe, ^ G P, and x ES, (x^)(a) = xV(a). Now we will show P is S-isomorphic to eM¡.
Define db: p -> eM¡ by $(/) = /(e) for / G P. /(e) G eM¡ since /(e) = f(e2) = ef(e). Suppose figEP with $(/) = <%), then for ke E KHe (k G Ä77)
we have f(ke) = kf(e) = kg(e) = g(ke) and so / = g. So 4> is one-to-one. $ is onto since dim(P) = dim(eM¡) [1, Theorem 54 .15]. Let x ES, then it is clear that $(xf) = *<£(/) and hence d> is an S-isomorphism.
If Q = HomKH(KHd, M¡) where KHe -KHd (as ATPmodules) then using an argument similar to the one above, P -Q as S-modules. So finally we have eM¡ -P -Q -dM¡ as S-modules. Q .E .D.
In the Introduction, the nonnegative integers c« were defined by x,-l# - Note that c-may equal 0 and in this case etMj = 0. In the next proposition and elsewhere in this paper, we have the situation where a module M is isomorphic to a direct sum of ax copies of M,, a2 copies of M2, . . . , an copies of Mn for some « and modules {M¡}. In this case, we shall write M *< l,"=xaiMi. We are now ready to prove the first of Wigner's formulas in [7] . Let z = the number of subclasses of G. Proof. By Theorem 2.5, 2,-,c^-= the number of distinct irreducible characters of S. But as is well known, the number of distinct irreducible characters = dim(Z(S)) = dim(S) -dim(S') where S' is the subspace of S generated by commutators of S. Q.ED. 3 . The irreducible characters of S. In this section, we will use the information about Schur algebras discussed in § 1. Recall that S and KG are Schur algebras of KG and Z(KH) is a Schur algebra of KH. We may also view S as a Schur subalgebra of the Schur algebra KG, since each subclass is a union of basis elements of KG. Since the conjugacy classes of H are subclasses, Z(KH) is a Schur subalgebra of S.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use The simple two-sided ideals of 5 are {Sb¡} and each Sb¡ is the direct sum of isomorphic 5 modules. We will show that if n¡ x </<«,.
for some /" and if Sb¡ « (dim eiM¡)eiMj for some / and /, then necessarily KHf¡ « (dim KHe¡)KHe¡. So suppose e¡Mj is a direct summand of Sb{ for nf , </<«,.
and KHe¡ is not a direct summand of KHf¡ . Then 0 = S(f¡ b¡) since in this case f. annihilates e¡Mj. But this implies/ b¡ =0 which is impossible.
Hence we may renumber the bj& with two subscripts such that Sbu * (dim e¡Mj)e¡Mj and by is a summand of/. Now by Theorem 1. 
